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This invention relates to a :baiile system fer heat change equipment, and more speci?cally to ‘a system 
comprising a series of plates extending part way across 
a. tube bank at an angle" to the longitudinal axis of the 
heat exchange equipment, and ileleighed 19 direct the 
?uid ?ewi?s'butside the'thhee ,ih'a blili'alily ef'helanelesl 
helical vstreams. ‘ ' w ’ ‘ ' " 

A common arrangement of baffles in heat exchange 
equipment is a succession of ‘ha-?le plates extending part 
way across the shell perpendicular to’ ‘the longitudinal 
axis of the shell, with alternate baf?e plates extending 
from opposite sides of the shell. ' " " 

Another common arrangement is ‘a number of ha?le 
plates placed parallel to {one ehether ehd Parallel to 
the longitudinal axis of the shell with eherheiehletee 
extending from opposite ends of the shell. ' 

These types of beiiies cause. high resistance to the how 
of the ?iiid medium,‘ eahee high vlocalized pieeipiieiien 
of anylfeulihg' material that may he harried .ihtheehell 
?uid or may‘ he precipitated thereiiemrahd heye 
era] other practical disadvaatages. 
QI. ?hd it .eliefihetly asivehieseehs 129th hen; ‘the stand 
hint of pressure loss and heat transient? ' ei the 

?uid outside of the tubes in a diiferent manner. ‘Ihay‘e 
invented a system of bef?es whereby ihe?uid is.s,1.ireeie<.1 
over- the tubes in a plurality Qf helical Paths, and in 
which the pressure in the various helical paths will auto 
matically equalize. ’ 

It is an object of this . invention tomevide a-heat ex 
change apparatus of the shell and tube ;..type .whieh ei 
fegis heat transfer in a more tei?eiehtmehherthah here 
to ore. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a shell 
and tube type heat exchanger in which the?uid outside 
the tubes is directed in separate but communicating. paths 
throughout ‘the shell. 
Another ebieet of ‘this invehtiehis ‘to provide a ba?ie 

construction for shell and tube type heat exchangers 
which prevents ‘the formation of stagnant .pockets'in 
the path of the ?uid through the shell 
A particular object ‘of this invention is 10 Provide an 

apparatus which contributes to the equalization of, pres 
skilirel between the parallel streams ,of ?uid within {the 
5 el . 

' _A sfll further object of this invention is -;to provide 
a gba?le structure which substantially reduces. scale and 
sediment deposits. ‘ 
The foregoing and other objects which :will the ap 

parent from the ‘following ‘descriptionare obtained by 
the invention disclosed. and claimed herein. " 

Referring to the accompanying drawings, 
Figure l isa longitudinal sectional view \of. a ‘heat .ex 

changer ?tted with the baf?e system which .constitutes 
my invention; ' ‘ ' 

Figure 2 is a longitudinal sectional ,view similar to 
Figure 1, but .the arrangement of'the ba?le plates and 
their supporting means has beenernphasized in ‘this view 
by omitting the exchanger tubes; 
.Figure 3 vis an individual plate of a ba?ie, -ofithe same 

design as those shown in Figures 1 and 32'; ' ' ' ' ' ' 

Figure‘ 4 is a cross sectional view taken on line IY—I 
of Figure v1; and ' " 

Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 and;9lare speci?c forms of ba?le 
plates within my invention, all ,being somewhat differ 
ent fromthe speci?eform shown in‘Figures ‘l, 2, ‘3 and'4, 
andveach idiiferent from ‘one (another, the distinction be 
ing ‘obvious :from ~the 
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of these embodiments .pf invention be ioiind 
a" subsequent pertion pf this‘ speci?cation? ‘ ' 

‘ Referring‘to'the ?guresfthe' sa‘ine‘nu ' ers and 1e will “indi "tie the sani'e'eleinents in't'he‘ 's ' " ‘ Bet-ems"te‘fhedrewihgeg in‘ Figures 'l‘ehd w " 

Sheets‘ are i?eriferefedie' reeeiv'e' I 
fastened into the,‘ tube‘ ‘sheets byheing rolled ther _v 
.Y beilig' ihdividuelly aekesi, ‘0r by’leih'y'tdthef 56° " f 
tional means of ia'st'ening'; ‘Headers ‘ ' “ ' 
sitil __e'd'at"opp.o_site‘e1ids‘ of 'shell'l, _ 
t: " [ts and headersare.fastened'togetheri 

' v A 2;. ‘Headers‘lT and .19 provide inean 
connections 2'61'a'n'd‘ 27:,[fof introducing ‘ 
awaythe ?uid which is ‘to be'passed'thr’oiig ‘ v . 
This ?uid id's" reter'r'ed to hereinafter" as ““t ' ‘ ll.‘ 1,. 
Headers ‘2 ‘and 3"ai1é sirnilaIr'lY p'r'videdfor in od “ 
ehd eeiiilhetihg away-the ?uid‘ w’ ieh‘ ‘is to‘ be hasseil'huté 
side thelhihee! " This .?iiid is ‘eieihe'ffer .reiefr‘ed'ie' as 
‘ishell fluid”? The number‘, iiia'm’etje and length of ‘tubes 

v ‘u I 1 “ I“; in the heat'exchange apparatuses‘ well'aflsv 
the diameter'of the “shell ljwill" be‘ya'rlied’to‘m “t” " 
requirements of individualcas'e‘s'.“ ,Forip‘u'r'poses _ 
tration, a ‘simple foim'o'f heat‘eXc anger has be, '4 Sh in 'Fi‘g'urejl, "Additional 'feat'ures's‘uch ‘as ‘the ?eeting 
head fco'uld' of coursdbe included',‘_but haye‘b'éfe'n omitted 
for'sirnplicity.of'presentation. “ " ' “ 

‘Thr'eugh'ehtihe length of'shell 1, I place a sueeession 
of ‘ heiiiee each ieehsiiiihg 'efv‘twehlet'ee The ‘indicate/i135’ 
hii‘meral'sj? hd E7,‘ " The"ihs,iividuel Plates hf‘ ‘the ‘ba?lf'eie 
illustrated'in Figures‘l and 2, d [of ,thespeci?c vdesi’g'tri 
Shown in?gmps. .. u . . , . 

"Inadditioh' ‘to tubes ,5; “eing held in PlQQe by gube 
sheets 14'; "the relative plies" ‘ens of tubes?" ‘ ' 

openings ;8 positioned in alignment withv the holes it p 
tilhesheeiei" lcon§i¢¢ilablé?iigidity is 3thli§i1dd€ 1b ,thé 

1 . r . 4.," .. ,l 1.. ,., . c ..\ 

' "The individual Plates end the eheeeeeiye be?l 
the" excharige'rl'shell'l'arevbofund together ""th e 1 
spatial‘ relationship and intof'a' unitaryconstruct ri‘ib'y 
lhhs'itudihe1"sirii>ie 9-‘ ‘These "strips :9, pas'iiiigT-Ihieiigh 
theiplates,,a,t',fslots '10, also‘ serve’an' additional purpose 
in that they are positioned to pass through‘ithe' ‘ 
at peripheral ‘areas that ' r'téi'not offsu?icient‘si‘ze ;t 
modae‘ tubes Zeiid'," ' “ 
dihiehsieheleere i 
nel .(thrqiigh'. these. ine?ective' ' 'aones.‘ ' L Theffsh‘ell' ?uid “is 
given a ‘helical’niotidn .byfthelbaf?e QQOnstru'ctio Theifze 
disclosed‘and‘?claimed, and these ISt'ripsIQLjposit Jwd‘a's 
statedglablock‘aiiytendency ofithe shell fluid to pr‘. pren 
tially' seekv a path‘along'theshellwall. " ” ’ " "Referring to jFigure' 3 ,' :a: single iba?le .P1ate.._is,show .as 

6.’ Thispl'a'te is ‘a vs§_:g'rnei:1t“.oi’ari e'llip‘se'ja‘nd the" axis 'av—_a‘ and _the_,minoraigis zby—b'thereof are iid M, 
It gwillhe ‘seen'th‘a't‘ plate .6 is 'a' segment fora“ ellipn 
consisting .of.,an ,entirefsernicllipse together with an’ {eit 
tension or step c, d, e,.f,"c. Two ‘of these plates, 6 and '7, 
are ?tted ‘together, as shown in Figure ‘2, ltoiformaa 
ba?le, and they are there‘ shownpositioned in thefube 
shell ‘with their planes‘fatvan angle’ of lappr'oximatelyA?i" 
to‘lthe longtiudinal axis of [the ‘shell and 'at arivan'gle'lof 
approximatelyl90° to .eachiother'l _‘A_n angle lyingapprogii 
matelywitliin Ithe range iovf-ifromfl'r5 “g to '15:‘ between vthe 
Plates ref he individual etee land the iengitmhnaii 
axis of thershell ordinarily be ifoundmost e?ective, 
the preciseangle in any particular “case beingjcontrolled 
by .eehsideiteiiehs, such as shell-fluid ‘velocity, ;heat.'ex 
ehange- teeter’, quantity :ef shell ?uid available, imuih 
or'minimum permissible temperature cha'nge,},p_ermissibl_e 
pressure drop, etc. The width of the semi-elliptic part 
of plate 6 is one-half .of.the, internal diameter ofrshell ,1, 
or very‘ slightly ‘less, and Ithe ‘two plates constituting‘ ‘a 
baf?e ,arelposit'ioned alongside V'of one another ,with'Itheir 
minor axes in longitudinal alignment, ‘ jwith' fthe'ir'v respec 
tive planes at' an’ ‘angle ,to 'o'nefanother, and‘ \w'th' / " 
efieheieh ‘of reach Plate extending eerlees ’ 
patel- --'.> .'.,>': .. =;.->' 

ishellxl is a eylihdiieel shell .ahd iiiwill, hehesessary, 
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because the plates are positioned at an angle other than 
90° to the longitudinal axis of the shell that they have 
greater length than the diameter of the shell. The indi 
vidual plates will be segments of ellipses, the minor 
axes of which ellipses will equal the internal diameter of 
the shell 1, and the major axes of which will be such 
that the plates will abut the inside of the shell at all 
points along their curved edge. For instance, if the 
angle of the plates to the axis of the shell is a 45° angle, 
the major axis of the elliptic plate will be 1.414 times 
the internal diameter of the cylindrical shell 1. For any 
angle at which it is desired to position the plates, the 
length will be arrived at by multiplying the internal di 
ameter of the shell by the cosecant of the proposed 
angle between the individual plates and the longitudinal 
axis of shell 1. Each plate 6 is pierced with holes 8 
to permit the insertion therethrough of the tubes 
5 of the heat exchanger. The plate is also provided with 
slots 10 to receive supporting strips 9. 

It would be possible to make baffles from two plates 
which were exact semi-ellipses, out along the major axis 
of the ellipse, but that would permit a certain amount 
of shell ?uid to short-circuit and by-pass many of the 
tubes. For that reason the plates 6 carry extension areas 
c, d, e, f, c to direct the shell fluid over the maximum 
number of tubes and prevent its snaking along the length 
of the heat exchanger close to the axis thereof. This 
provision of plates with extensions c, d, e, j‘, c is a funda 
mental feature of this invention. Another embodiment 
of this feature will be described in connection with Fig 
ure 5. As respects plates 6, 7 and 25, the extensions 
on the plates protrude beyond the major axis of the 
ellipse by a substantially uniform dimension throughout 
their length, this dimension being not substantially less 
than one-twentieth or more than one-third of the length 
of the minor axis of the ellipse. 

Figure 4, which is a sectional view on line I—I of 
Figure 1, shows the overlapping of the extensions of 
the two plates which constitute a baffle. 

Figure 5 shows an embodiment of my invention which 
diifers somewhat from that shown in Figure 3. It in 
volves the use of plates 25 instead of plates 6. In Figure 
5 the individual plates of the baf?es are again segments of 
an ellipse, but they differ from plate 6 shown in Figure 3 
in that they have two extensions, 0’, d, e, f, c’ and c", 
g, h, k, c”, instead of one such extension as shown in 
Figure 3. Plate 25 having two extensions, must have 
a notch therebetween to permit the companion plates 
of a baf?e to ?t together. This notch d, c’, c", g is of 
a width to permit interlocking of companion plates and , 
it extends inwardly from the outside edge of the ex 
tension to the major axis of the ellipse. Plate 25 further 
reduces the tendency of the shell ?uid to seek a path 
down the axis of the shell. It also permits strong inter 
locking of the two companion paltes of a baf?e. 

Figures 6 and 7 show two related embodiments of 
my invention in which the segments of the ellipse in 
clude a semi-ellipse lying altogether on one side of the 
major axis together with an extension beyond the major 
axis on either one side or both sides of the minor axis. 
The embodiments shown in these two ?gures have ex 
tensions which are out along radii of the ellipses, the 
form shown in Figure 6 having an extension along one 
half its length, and the form shown in Figure 7 having 
an extension along each half of its length. In the 
embodiment of my invention shown in Figure 6, the 
plate 28 is a segment on an ellipse. The major axis 
a—a is indicated on the drawing, and so also the minor 
axis b——b, the intersection of the two axes being indicated 
at 0. Plate 28 is out along the major axis a—a from c 
to k, thence around the periphery of the ellipse for a full 
180° and further by distance f-e, and in a straight line 
from e to c. 
The form of baf?e plate 29 shown in Figure 7 carries 

an extension beyond the major axis a——a on each side 
of intersection c. 

In this case the baffle plate 29 is a segment of an 
ellipse, and the major axis is indicated at a——a, the minor 
axis at b-b, and the intersection of these two axes is 
indicated at 0. Plate 29 is cut in a straight line along 
line c-h, from h along an elliptic periphery across major 
axis a-a, 180° therebeyond to major axis a—~a again, 
and then through the extension width f-e, and thence in 
a straight line e-c. The extension c-—k:—-_h—c_ may or 
may not be equal in dimension to extension c—-f-—e——c. 
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4 
In both plates 28 and 29, the individual extensions may 
"havean area' up to as much as approximately 80 per cent 
of the area of a quadrant of the ellipse. This same 
proportion holds, in fact, for the extension of the plates 
shown in Figures 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. 

Figures 8 and 9 show two related embodiments of 
my invention in which the segments of the ellipse in 
clude a semi-ellipse, lying altogether on one side of the 
major axis, together with an extension beyond the major 
axis on either one side or both sides of the minor axis 
The embodiments shown in these two ?gures have ex 
tensions which are cut in a straight line from the inter 
sections of the major axis with the elliptic periphery to 
a point on the minor axis which is somewhat removed 
from the major axis. In the embodiments of my in 
vention shown in Figures 8 and 9, the plates 30 and 31 
are segments of an ellipse. In each case the major 
axis a-a is indicated on the drawing, and so also the 
minor axis b--b. Plate 30, shown in Figure 8 is cut 
in a straight line from each of the two intersections of 
the elliptic periphery with major axis zz——a to a point 
on the minor axis out beyond the major axis, to pro 
duce somewhat more than a semi-ellipse, and a slot d, 
c, c”, g is then cut back along the minor axis to the 
major axis in order that two such plates, when used to 
gether to form a baf?e, will abut at the intersections of 
their respective major and minor axes. Figure 9 shows 
plate 31, with an extension 0, k, d, 0 extending out be 
yond the major axis only on one side of the minor axis. 
The triangular extensions depicted in Figures 8 and 9 
are especially effective in preventing the shell ?uid from 
preferentially channeling along the longitudinal axis oi 
the cylindric heat exchange device in which the bai?es 
are used. 
The various shapes of plates depicted in Figures 3, 5, 

6, 7, 8 and 9 all have particular advantages according 
to the specific situation in which they are used, the dis 
position of the shell ?uid to preferentially channel 
through some minor portion of the cross section of the 
heat-exchange device, the permissible pressure drop, etc. 
The function of a tubular heat exchanger is to trans 

fer heat between two ?uids, one of which passes through 
the tubes and the other of which passes outside of the 
tubes and within the walls of the exchanger shell. Such 
an apparatus permits interchange of heat between the 
two ?uids while preventing any direct contact or mix 
ture of the two ?uids. This invention is not directed to 
the handling of the fluid passing through the tubes: it 
concerns the handling of the shell ?uid, i. e., the ?uid 
which passes outside of the tubes and within the ex 
changer shell. 

' In this invention shell ?uid is introduced through 
?anged inlet 2 in such manner as to pass through the 
shell 1 and to effect during such passage the maximum 
amount of heat transfer for the heat transfer area avail 
a e. 

> The helical path of the shell ?uid in its passage 
through the heat exchanger shell results from the in 
terrelation, spatially, of successive baffles from the in 
let end of the exchanger to the outlet end of the ex 
changer. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, my invention 
involves the use of a series of baffles, each baf?e com 
prising two plates 6 and 7, each baffle in a series is posi 
tioned closely adjacent to the baf?e that precedes it in 
the series and to the baf?e that follows it in the series; 
the battles in a series are positioned with no substan 
tial angular rotation between successive ba?les, where 
by the planes of corresponding plates in successive 
ba?les assume parallel position and, with their com 
panion plates, form two continuous channels of some 
what helical form from one end of the heat exchanger 
shell to the other end thereof. As will be obvious from 
Figures 1 and 2, the opposed planes of the two plates 
of the ?rst baf?e divide the stream of shell fluid into two 
separate streams which pass along successive baffles 
from end to end of the exchanger as parallel streams. 
Instead of plates 6 and 7, as shown in Figures 1 and 2, 
the plates may be of the conformation shown in Figures 
5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. 

Referring to Figure l the stream of shell ?uid enter 
ing a heat exchanger ?tted with my system of bathing 
will be directed, in substantially equal parts, across the 
nearer end of each of the two plates 6 and 7 constitut 
ing the ?rst bal?e, then in a somewhat circular or heli 
cal ‘course along the plate, this curving course being 
centered around the longitudinal axis of the exchanger 



I being pierced t 
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shell.- When. the stream Passes oil of the slate it 
passes. a channel termed by the unslsr eid "vi the 
adjacent plate of the. first bai?e and. the. top .St‘i‘? or a 
plate of the second ba?le- Speci?cally, the‘ stream .11.}? 
dieated by a dotted line and. ‘identi?ed by numeral-1.1 
will pass over plate 6 and then into a channel between 
plates 7 and 15 and on into a channel between plates 
14 and 20. The course of the second stream, indicated 
by a dotted line and identi?ed by numeral 12 will be 
parallel to the course of stream 11 and always on the 
diametrically opposite side of the exchanger shell‘. The 
Operation is the ‘same, ef course. when using baf?es with 
plates such as shown'in Figures 5,, 6‘, 7, 3 and 9. 

Various considerations may cause diiferenees in the 
the rate of ?ow in the two parallel streams’. These 
differences may result from the longitudinal strips 9, 
from di?erences in the relative ararngemvent‘, oi; the tubes 
in di?erent portions of the cross section of the exchanger, 
and from the precipitation. of feeling material. 
My invention is designed to provide for these. di?er 

ences of resistance to flow in the two channels and the 
provision which has been made is both simple and ade 
quate, and is a highly. important element oi inven 
tion. My invention provides for the _nti ual balanc 
ing of these diiferences', at- a succession, of points through 
out the length of the exchanger,‘ by providing a substan 
tial- area of contact 13 between the two streams at, each 
baffle. Intermixing of the two streams occurs at the. 
unpartitioned area 13 between the two streams. and‘ at 
every. similar point through the length, of the exchanger, 
This area of contact simultaneously effects a balancing 
of the streams and» a certain intermixing‘ of,‘ the, streams 
that equalizes the temperatures of the'two, This in» 
ventionv enables, me to secure as much: as l5‘ per cent 
more heat transfer per square foot of tube Surface, than 
is obtained in conventional types of‘ heat exhjangers 
and consequently permits an important reduction in, 
the size,_ tube surface, and- cost of heat exchange, equip.-. 
ment. ‘ ' 

The ballle structure herein described- has particular 
application to heat exehangers'of the shell and‘ tube type 
and is adapted to a wide application in the ?eld‘, inclutl} 
ing such speci?c apparatus as condensers, reboilers, etc, 
as ‘Well as that large class of‘ devices known, simply- as 
heat exchangers. In addition, while shell and tube‘ heat, 
exchangers are frequently limited: to use, in systems 
wherein shell ?uid and; tube“ ?uid are liquid~ only, 110 8115311.. 
restriction in’ use is contemplated‘ in this apparatus since 
the disclosed apparatus will functionef?ciently whether 
the heat exchanging media are liquids,‘ gases, or any 
combination of liquid and“ gas. The term, gas is, here 
used, of course, to embrace all vapors, 

In this speci?cation and in the appended’ claims I; speak 
of. the various individual‘ plates 6,71,25,28, 29;‘ 30; and‘ 
311 as being in the form “of “a segment off'arr ellipse?‘ 
When I use the expression, “a, segment of an, ellipse” I’ 
mean therebyv any portion of» an ellipse less than a full; 
ellipse, regardless er- whether the non-elliptic portion. 
of- its periphery be aradius or the ellipse,’ a chord. of.v the. 
ellipse, or have some other con?guration.’ 

In this speci?cation and in’ the; appended? claims, when, 
I use» the term “plate,” I’; use it in_ its ord_,,__a_ry_ senseand} 
mean thereby a flat- piece of material‘; ' 
What I' claim is: 
1. In a cylindric heat exchanger of; the parallel‘, tube 

type, av ba?le- system which comprises a plurality of. 
baffles», each baffle comprising-two plates;_cach'platebeing 
in the form of a segment of an ellipse, the. saidjsegrnent, 
being a semi-ellipse, includingv all of the major axiso? 
said ellipse, 
along atJleast a portion of the length thereof',,_ea_c_h plate. 

plurality of tubes;’with- the minor axes of the twojplates 
of- each. baffle . in longitudinal? 'alignmenth with. the planes. 
of; the two plates at an angle to each, otheli' and; at. an 
angle to the longitudinal axis of; the cylindric: heat ex? 
changer, and withv the extensions of’ thejtwo. p1ates,inte£r- 
locking. 

2- In_ a cylindric heat. exchanger. of. the-Parallel. tube. 
type._ a ba?ie system which campuses; a. pluralitn of: 
ba?les, each‘ ba?ie. comprising. two. PlateS,;,_'each, plate, 
beingin. the form.v of. a. segment of anellipse, the said 
Segment being a- semirellipsei. ' 
axis. 0i; said ellipse and. an‘ extension. of uniform‘ Width 
beyond; said. meter. axis. threush at leastv garden. Oil 

and an extension. beyond said; mater axis. 

. permit the‘ passage therethrough. of. a. 

including, all, (iii the... meiot 

10. 

1.5. 

20. 

35. 

the length thereot. each plate being‘. pierced to receive‘: 
a plurality of; tubes, the two plates abutting at the inter‘ 
section of their major and minor axes, with the minor 
axes of the two plates of each baffle in longitudinalv align. 
ment, with the planes of the two plates at an angle to 
each other and’ at an angle to the.v longitudinal axis of 
the cylindric heat exchanger and with. the extensions of 
the two plates interlocking.v 

3. In a cylindric heat; exchanger of the parallel tube. 
type, a, ba?ie. system which comprises av plurality of 
battles, each ba?le comprising; twotplates,_, each plate being 
in the. form of a_ segment of. anTellipsev out along the. 
major axis thereof for one-half the length of such axis 
and carrying,‘ an extension therebeyond: along.- the, re: 
mainder of said major axis, each plate, being pierced to‘ 
receive, av plurality of tubes; the two plates. of, each baffle 
being positioned at an angle to each other and abutting, 
at t_e' intersection of‘ the major and minor axes, with. 
the minor axes of‘ the twoplatesof each baffle. in- longi-. 
tudinal; alignment, with the‘ minor axes offthe plates. in 
successive baffles lying in, a.- singlev plane, with the planes. 
of the two plates at an angle. to. the. longitudinal axis 
ofv the cylindric heat, exchanger, with, extensions of the 
two plates interlocking. and with. a, plurality of longi-. 
ltjiicfiénalj strips positioned in the. curved periphery of the 

es. 

4. In a cylindric heat exchanger of, the parallel tube 
type,_a baffle system which compriseslaplurality of ba?les, 
each ba?l‘e comprising two plates, each plate being in. 
the form of a segment of’ an, ellipse out along the major 
axis thereof for one-half of the length, of said axis and 
carrying an extension of substantially uniform width 
along the remainder of said‘maior axis, each- plate being 
pierced to receive a, plurality of tubes; the two plates 
of each bai?e being positioned‘ at an angle to each other 

' and abuttingv one another, at, apoint. located‘ substantially. 

49: 

4,5 

6,0,, 

65. 

852 

‘ ment;. with the. minor axes 

midway on the major axes‘ of said‘ plates, with the. minor 
axes of the two plates’ of each baffle in longitud'inallalign 
ment, with the minor axes of the plates in successive 
ba?l'es lying in a single plane,,w-ith the. planes of the. two 
plates‘ at an- angle to the longitudinal, axis of the. cyl'in: 
dric heat exchanger and with the extensions of the two 
plates of the ba?ie interlocking. 

5. In a- cylindric heat exchanger of the parallel. tube 
type, a ba?’le system which comprises aplurality of ‘battles, 
each ba?le comprising two plates, eachv plate being, in 
the form of a- segmentof» an ellipse out along. the major. 
axis. thereof for one-half the length'of said axis and carry 
ing an extension of- substantially‘ uniform width along 
the remainder of said major axis,each plate being pierced. 
to receive a plurality of tubes; the two. plates of‘ each 
b.a?le_. being positioned at an angle to each, other and) 
abutting. one. another at- a point located substantially 
midway! onv the major axes of: said‘ plates, with the minor 
axes of thetwo platesof- each ba?ie in longitudinal align. 

of the plates of,v successive 
a single- plane, with" the planes of the 
angle to each other and2 at'_ an angleto, 

battles. lying in 
two‘ plates at an 
the longitudinal. axis ofr‘the cylindric heat exchanger and‘. 
with theextensions of the two 
terlock. 

6,. In a‘ cylindric‘ heat exchanger of the parallel. tube 
type, a battle system. which comprises a-pl'urality'of baf?es‘,,._ 
each baffle comprising two plates, each plate being, in 
the form; of asegment o?'an ellipse, 
a- semi-ellipse,» 

plates overlapping in in. 

and“ with its straight side. out parallel; to 
themajor; axis; thereof," with-a notch cut along the; minor. 
axis- from the: straight-iv out side of’ the segment of the 
ellipse to: the intersection of the-major; and. minor axes 
thereof; with, thetwo. plates of’ a battle positioned at an 
angle to. each other and! abutting at the intersection, of 
their major and minor axes, with their ‘minor. axes: in 
longitudinal alignment, the.» minor‘ axes- of'the plates of 
successive ba?les lying in. asingle plane, with the planes‘ 
of_ the plates at an angle. to the: longitudinal axis of the 
cylindric heat exchanger, each plate; being» pierced to 
receive. a. plurality of- tubes» 

7.. In, a. cylindric heat exchanger of: the parallel‘ tube 
type, a ba?le system which. comprises. a- plurality of 

_ballles,_ each ba?le- comprising two plates, each pIate 
' being, in theform of} a, segment» of: an ellipse, somewhat’ 
more than; a semi-ellipse; 
parallel: tothe major; axis 
the minor axis the 

and with. its straight-1 side out 
thereof, with: a; notch cut- along 

straight; cut. side of. the. segment 
0? theiellipsertc the; intersection... of; the . major andzmiaor 

somewhat’ more than. 
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axes thereof; with the two plates of a baffle‘ positioned 
at an angle to each other and abutting at the; intersection 
of their major and minor axes, with their minor axes in 
longitudinal alignment, the minor axes of ‘the plates of 
successive baf?es lying in a single plane, with the planes 
of the plates at an angle to the longitudinal axis of the 
cylindric heat exchanger, each plate being pierced to 
receive a plurality of tubes, and a plurality of longitudinal 
strips positioned about the curved periphery of the balhes. 

8. A heat exchange apparatus of the shell and‘tube 
type which comprises two circular tube-sheets positioned 
substantially parallel to one another and apart from one 
another, each tube-sheet pierced with a plurality of holes 
adapted to receive tubes; a plurality of tubes extending 
in parallel from one tube-sheet to the other tube-sheet 
and fastened thereinto with ?uid-tight joints; a header 
over each tube-sheet and a conduit connection to each 
header; a cylindric shell extending from one tube-sheet 
to the other tube-sheet, surrounding the plurality of tubes 
and made ?uid-tight to said tube-sheets; a conduit con 
nection adjacent to each end of the cylindric shell; a 
plurality of ba?les within the shell extending in series 
from one end of the shell to the other end thereof, each 
ba?le comprising two plates; each of the two plates of a 
baffle being in the form of a segment of an ellipse, out 
along the major axis thereof for one-half the length of 
such axis and carrying an extension of substantially uni 
form width along the remainder of the major axis; each 
plate being pierced to permit the passage therethrough 
of the said plurality of tubes which extend from one tube 
sheet to the other tube-sheet; the two plates of each 
baffle being positioned alongside of each other with their 
curved peripheries abutting the interior wall of the shell, 
with the minor axes of the two plates in longitudinal 
alignment, with the planes of the two plates at an angle 
to each other and at an angle to the longitudinal axis of 
the shell, and with the said extensions of the two plates 
interlocking. ' 

9. A heat exchange appartus of the shell and tube 
type which comprises two circular tube-sheets positioned 
substantially parallel to one another and apart from one 
another, each tube-sheet pierced with a plurality of holes 
adapted to receive tubes; a plurality of tubes extending 
in parallel from one tube-sheet to the other tube-sheet 
and fastened thereinto with ?uid-tight joints; a header 
over each tube-sheet and a conduit connection to each 
header; a cylindric shell extending from one tube-sheet to 
the other tube-sheet, surrounding the plurality of tubes 
and made ?uid-tight to said tube-sheets; a conduit con 
nection adjacent to each end of the cylindric shell; a 
plurality of baffles within the shell extending in series 
from one end of the shell to the other end thereof, each 
ba?le comprising two plates; each of the two plates of a 
baf?e being in the form of a segment of an ellipse, cut 
along the major axis thereof for one-half the length of 
such axis and carrying an extension of substantially uni 
form width along the remainder of the major axis; each 
plate being pierced to permit the passage therethrough 
of the said plurality of tubes which extend from one 
tube-sheet to the other tube-sheet; the two plates of each 
baffle being positioned alongside of each other with their 
curved peripheries abutting the interior wall of the shell, 
with the minor axes of the two plates in longitudinal 
alignment, with the planes of the two plates at an angle 
to each other and at an angle to the longitudinal axis of 
the shell, and with the said extensions of the two plates 
interlocking; and longitudinal strips extending from the 
?rst ba?le in the series to the last ba?le in the series and 
affixed to each baf?e to maintain them in spatial relation 
ship with each other, these longitudinal strips being 
positioned close to the exchanger shell. 

10. A heat exchange apparatus of the shell and tube 
type which comprises two circular tube-sheets positioned 
substantially parallel to one another and apart from one 
another, each tube-sheet pierced with a plurality of holes 
adapted to receive tubes; a plurality of tubes extending 
in parallel from one tube-sheet to the other tube-sheet 
and fastened thereinto with fluid-tight joints; a header 
over each tube-sheet and a conduit connection to each 
header; a cylindric shell extending from one tube-sheet 
to the other tube-sheet, surrounding the plurality of tubes 
and made ?uid-tight to said tube-sheets; a conduit con 
nection adjacent to each end of the cylindric shell;_ a 
plurality of ba?leswithin the shell extending in series 
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from one‘ end of‘ the shell’ to the other end thereof, each‘ 
baffle comprising two plates; each of the two plates of 
a battle being in the form of a segment of an ellipse, cut 
along the major axis thereof for one-half the length of 
such axis and carrying an extension of substantially uni 
form width along the remainder of the major axis; each 
plate being pierced to permit the passage therethrough 
or‘ the said plurality of tubes which extend from one 
tube-sheet to the other tube-sheet; the two plates of 
each battle being positioned alongside of each other with 
their curved peripheries abutting the interior wall of 
the shell, with the ‘minor axes of the two plates in longi 
tuciinal alignment, with the planes of the two plates at 
an angle to each other and at an angle to the longitudinal 
axis or’ the shell, and with the said extensions or the two 
plates interloclu'ng; and longitudinal elements extending 
Iron-i the h'rst battle in the series to the last bathe in the 
series and affixed to each battle to maintain them in 
spatial relationship with each other. 

11. A heat exchange apparatus of the shell and tube 
type which comprises two circular tube-sheets positioned 
suostantially parallel to one another and apart t'rorn one 
another, each tube-sheet pierced with a plurality of holes 
adapted to receive tubes; a plurality or tubes extending 
in parallel from one tube-sheet to the other tube-sheet 
and fastened thereinto with ?uid-tight joints; a header 
over each tube-sheet and a conduit connection to each 
header; a cylindric shell extending from one tube-sheet 
to the other tube-sheet, surrounding the plurality of 
tubes and made ?uid-tight to said tube-sheets; a con 
duit connection adjacent to each end of the cylindric 
shell; a plurality of ba?des positioned within the shell 
between the two ends thereof, each such bal'lle compris 
ing two plates; each of the two plates of a baflle being 
in the form of a segment of an ellipse out along the 
major axis thereof for one-half the length of such axis 
and carrying an extension of substantially uniform width 
along the remainder of the major axis, each plate be 
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said plurality of tubes which extend from one tube-sheet 
to the other tube-sheet; two plates of each ba?le be 
ing positioned alongside of each other with their curved 
peripheries abutting the interior wall of the shell, with 
the minor axes of the two plates in longitudinal align 
ment, with the planes of the two plates at an angle to 
each other, each plate of the pair being at approximate 
ly the same angle to the longitudinal axis of the shell, 
and with the said extensions of each plate overlapping 
the companion plate and interlocking. 

12. A heat exchange apparatus of the shell and tube 
type which comprises two circular tube-sheets positioned 
substantially parallel to one another and apart from one 
another, each tube-sheet pierced with a plurality of holes 
adapted to receive tubes; a plurality of tubes extending 
in parallel from one tube-sheet to the other tube-sheet 
and fastened thereinto with ?uid-tight joints; a header 
over each tube-sheet and a conduit connection to each 
header; a cylindric shell extending from one tube-sheet 
to the other tube-sheet, surrounding the plurality of tubes 
and made ?uid-tight to said tube-sheets; a conduit con 
nection adjacent to each end of the cylindric shell; a 
plurality of baf?es within the shell extending in series 
from one end of the shell to the other end thereof, each 
ba?le comprising two plates, each of the two plates of 
a battle being in the form of a segment of an ellipse, 
cut along the major axis thereof and carrying two ex~ 
tensions of substantially uniform width along the major 
axis, each plate being pierced to permit passage there 
through of the said plurality of tubes which extend 
from one tube-sheet to the other tube-sheet, the two 
plates of each baflle being positioned adjacent each 
other with their curved peripheries abutting the interior 
shell wall with the minor axes of the two plates in lon 
gitudinal alignment with the planes of the two plates at 
_an angle to each other and at an angle to the longitudi 
nal axis of the shell, and with the said extensions of the 
two plates interlocking. 

13. A heat exchange apparatus of the shell and tube 
type which comprises two circular tube-sheets posi 
tioned substantially parallel to one another and apart 
from one another, each tube-sheet pierced with a plu 
rality of holes adapted to receive tubes; a plurality of 
tubes extending in parallel from one tube-sheet to the 
other tube-sheet and fastened thereinto with ?uid-tight 
joints; a header over each tube-sheet and a conduit con-~ 
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nection to each header; a cylindric shell extending from 
one tube-sheet to the other tube-sheet, surrounding the 
plurality of tubes and made ?uid-tight to said tube sheets; 
a conduit connection adjacent to each end of the cylin 
dric shell; a plurality of ba?les within the shell extend 
ing in series from one end of the shell to the other end 
thereof, each ba?le comprising two plates; each of the 
two plates of a ba?le being in the form of a segment of 
an ellipse, cut along the major axis thereof for one 
half the length of such axis and carrying an extension of 
substantially uniform width along the remainder of 
the major axis; each plate being pierced to permit the pas 
sage therethrough of the said plurality of tubes which 
extend from one tube-sheet to the other tube-sheet; the 
two plates of each ba?ie being positioned alongside of 
each other with their curved peripheries abutting the in 
terior wall of the shell, with the minor axes of the two 
plates in longitudinal alignment, with the planes of the 
two plates at an angle to each other and at an angle 
to the longitudinal -axis of the shell and with the said 
extensions of the two plates interlocking. 

14. In a cylindric heat exchanger of the parallel tube 
type, a ba?le system which comprises a series of baffles, 
each baf?e comprising two plates, each plate being in 
the form of a segment of an ellipse and including not 
less than 180° of the ellipse, measured from the major 
axis thereof, each plate being pierced to permit the 
passage therethrough of a plurality of tubes; the two 
plates of each ba?ie being positioned at an angle to 
each other and abutting at the intersection of their major 
and minor axes, with the minor axes of the two plates 
of each ba?ie in longitudinal alignment, with the minor 
axes of the plates in successive ba?les lying in a single 
plane, and with the planes of the two plates at an angle 
to the longitudinal axis of the cylindric heat exchanger; 
the series of ba?les creating two similar and diametrical 
ly adjacent passageways of generally helical shape from 
the ?rst battle of the series to the last ba?de of the se 
ries, and the said passageways being in open com 
munication with each other. 

15. In a cylindric heat exchanger of the parallel tube 
type, a ba?le system which comprises a series of baf?es, 
each baffle comprising two plates, each plate being in the 
form of a segment of an ellipse, including a semi-ellipse 
lying altogether on one side of the major axis, each plate 
being pierced to permit the passage therethrough of a 
plurality of tubes; the two plates of each ba?le being 
positioned at an angle to each other and abutting at 
the intersection of their major and minor axes, with the 
minor axes of the two plates of each ba?le in longitudi 
nal alignment, with the minor axes of the plates in suc 
cessive ba?les lying in a single plane, and with the planes 
of the two plates at an angle to the longitudinal axis 
of the cylindric heat exchanger; the series of ba?ies 
creating two similar and diametrically adjacent passage 
ways of generally helical shape from the ?rst baf?e of 
the series to the last ba?le of the series, and the said 
passageways being in open communication with each 
0 er. 

16. In a cylindric heat exchanger of the parallel tube 
type, a baffle system which comprises a series of ba?les, 
each baffle comprising two plates, each plate being in the 
form of a segment of an ellipse and including not less 
than 180° of the ellipse, measured from the major axis 
thereof; with the two plates of a battle positioned at 
an angle to each other and abutting at the intersection 
of their major and minor axes, with their minor axes 
in longitudinal alignment, the minor axes of the plates 
of successive baf?es lying in a single plane, with the 
planes of the plates at an angle to the longitudinal axis 
of the cylindric heat exchanger, each plate being pierced 
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to permit the passage therethrough of a plurality of 
tubes; the series of ba?les creating two similar and 
diametrically adjacent passageways of generally helical 
shape from the ?rst ba?ie of the series to the last baf?e 
of the series, and the said passageways being in open 
communication with each other. 

17. In a cylindric heat exchanger of the multiple tube 
type, a ba?le system which comprises a plurality of baf?es, 
each ba?le comprising two similar plates; each plate 
being in the form of a segment of an ellipse, the said 
segment comprising a semi-ellipse, including all of the 
said ellipse lying on one side of the major axis thereof, 
and at least one extension beyond said major axis, the 
said extension being bounded by a' radius of the ellipse 
and the periphery of said ellipse and having an area not 
exceeding twenty per cent of the area of the full ellipse, 
a plurality of holes through each plate to permit the 
passage therethrough of the heat-exchange tube; the 
two, plates of each ba?le abutting at the intersection of 
their major and minor axes, with the minor axes of the 
two plates of each baf?e in longitudinal alignment, with 
the planes of the two plates at an angle to each other 
and to the longitudinal axis of the cylindric heat ex 
changer, and with the minor axes of the plates in succes 
sive ba?les lying in a single plane. 

18. In a cylindric heat exchanger of the multiple tube 
type, a ba?ie system which comprises a plurality of battles, 
each baf?e comprising two similar plates; each plate 
being in the form of a segment of an ellipse, the said 
segment comprising a semi-ellipse, including all of the 
said ellipse lying on one side of the major axis thereof, 
and at least one extension beyond said major axis, the 
said extension being bounded by a line extending from 
the intersection of the major axis with the periphery 
of the ellipse to a point on the minor axis outside the 
semi-ellipse, and back along the minor axis to the major 
axis, and having an area not exceeding twenty per cent 
of the area of the full ellipse; a plurality of holes through 
each plate to permit the passage therethrough of the 
heat-exchange tubes; the two plates of each ba?le abut 
ting at the intersection of their major and minor axes, 
with the minor axes of the two plates of each battle in 
longitudinal alignment, with the planes of the two plates 
at an angle to each other and to the longitudinal axis of 
the cylindric heat exchanger, and with the minor axes 
of the plates in successive baffles lying in a single plane. 

19. In a cylindric heat exchanger of the parallel tube 
type, a ba?le system which comprises a plurality of ba?les, 
each ba?le comprising two plates; each plate being in 
the form of a segment of an ellipse, the said segment 
being a semi-ellipse, including all of the major axis 
of said ellipse, and an extension in the same plane beyond 
said major axis along at least a portion of the length 
thereof, each plate being pierced to permit the passage 
therethrough of a plurality of tubes; with the minor 
axes of the two plates of each ba?le in longitudinal align 
ment, with the planes of the two plates at an angle to 
each other and at an angle to the longitudinal axis of 
the cylindric heat exchanger; the said ba?le system de?n 
ing two similar and diametrically adjacent helical paths, 
in open communication with one another from the line 
of the minor axes of the plates of one ba?le to the line 
of the minor axes of the plates of the next ba??e. 
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